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From Clrooms To Conflict In
In a way, America’s classrooms have always been auxiliary battlegrounds for the country’s larger culture wars. During Reconstruction, as the formerly enslaved, craving education, began that journey ...
How Our Classrooms Became Battlegrounds
A decade ago, journalist Amanda Ripley wanted to answer a simple question: Why do international tests routinely show dozens of countries outperforming the United States academically? Her resulting ...
Q&A: Author Amanda Ripley on the pandemic, trust in American education and the new film about why American schools aren’t the best in the world
It’s not usually the conflict itself that tears people apart, but how you resolve it and the feelings you have towards each other after the conflict. We had Val Baldwin, relationship coach, ...
Helpful ways to resolve conflict
INTELLIGENCE IS THE MOST DANGEROUS WEAPON Following a devastating military conflict, countries fight their wars in the shadows. One unusual spy, Klaus, has never failed on the job despite his ...
Spy Classroom, Vol. 1 (light novel)
The SOC professor discusses his recently published memoir and the importance of diversity in the journalism workforce ...
AU professor Bill Gentile talks conflict coverage in his memoir
Parents of school-age children are increasingly anxious as the new school year approaches. Indeed, amid new and recycled policies surrounding the COVID-19 Delta variant, battles with local ...
Back-to-School Season in Pennsylvania Defined by Conflict
Manning Hall at the University of North Carolina. Photo: benuski / flickr. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ...
UNC Violates Government Agreement by Promoting Antisemitism In Classroom
By The Irishman and Brian Hews Education must be aspirational and inspirational. Pure and simple. Lessons should not use excuses; turn headings into questions. Inglewood Unified School District ...
MEGATAXERS: Conflict of Interest Between L.A. County Agencies Mar Inglewood Unified’s Bond
A mask mandate to limit the spread of the coronavirus in Montana’s largest school district has resulted in pushback by teachers, their union, and some parents. Billings Public Schools Superinâ€¦ ...
Mask mandates create conflict at Billings schools
Pencils scratch as students in year eight feverishly work through an exam paper. At the back of the classroom, Clara Edna Chevambo, 37, a minute figure in hand-me-down clothes, finishes first ...
‘My heart felt like it was broken’: Inside Mozambique’s Evolving Cabo Delgado Conflict
Adilabad: Students for the B.Sc Forestry course are visualizing the creation of a ‘green world’ with their field visits and coming close to the nature and learning about practical problems involved in ...
Forest students visualising ‘Green world’, resolving man-animal conflicts
The dismissal bell rang at 3 p.m. Hundreds of students streamed out of KIPP DC College Preparatory in Northeast Washington. Some walked to the bus stop out front, waiting for a bus to take them to the ...
After a student was killed outside of school, D.C. prepares to ensure safe commutes as more schools reopen
Sad Little Men puts on trial not just private schools, but also a class of men. It is a polemic against public schools and of a small but privileged group o ...
Sad Little Men by Richard Beard review — class war in the classroom
Sign up for our free food newsletter today! Is physician-prescribed treatment a reasonable excuse for a child to miss classroom instruction at school? That’s one of the questions raised in civil case ...
Court will consider whether therapy justifies missed classroom instruction
The Hawaii lieutenant governor watched in horror as protesters showed up outside his condo, yelled at him through bullhorns and beamed strobe lights into the building to harass him over vaccine ...
Mask, vaccine conflicts descend into violence and harassment
NPR. To see more, visit ...
European Leaders Have Tense Reactions To U.S.-Afghanistan Conflict
The person must move to the second stage, which is acquiring skills in conflict management. It is not something you get in totality from the classroom. The most difficult is the passion for the job.
Prof. Isaac Adewale Albert: How to Protect Nigerian Schools from Terrorists, Bandits
Afghanistan is not a safe place to deport migrants to, but the European Union should try to assist displaced people inside the conflict-ravaged country or elsewhere in the region ...
EU urged to help Afghan conflict refugees stay in the region
The oil firms have fled and an Isis-affiliated insurgency has engulfed the region. As foreign troops begin to arrive, hundreds of thousands face desperate journeys to try to find safety ...
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